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— The Selfie Fleury Michon —
FLEURY MICHON IS AN INDEPENDENT, MEDIUM-SIZED
FAMILY COMPANY THAT HAS BEEN PRODUCING FRESH
PREPARED MEALS FOR EVERYDAY EATING IN FRANCE
AND ABROAD SINCE 1905.
AT FLEURY MICHON, WE ARE PROUD TO BE ONE
OF FRANCE’S LEADING FOOD BRANDS. WE OWE
THIS HONOUR TO OUR QUALITY-ORIENTED
CULTURE AND ABILITY TO UNDERSTAND TODAY’S
EXPECTATIONS, WHICH HAS BEEN STRENGTHENED
BY OUR “VENEZ VÉRIFIER” (COME SEE FOR YOURSELF)
CAMPAIGN.
OUR CORPORATE PROJECT IS TO “HELP PEOPLE EAT
BETTER EVERY DAY”, A MISSION THAT AFFIRMS
OUR VISION FOR THE FUTURE AND OUR STATUS AS A
BRAND AND COMPANY. THIS PROJECT IS FOUNDED
ON A CULTURE THAT VALUES PEOPLE, TRUST AND
PROGRESS. IT GUIDES THE DAY-TO-DAY ACTIONS
OF ALL OUR EMPLOYEES, AND IT REPRESENTS A
GENUINE COMMITMENT FROM ALL OF US HERE AT
FLEURY MICHON.
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Joint interview

GRÉGOIRE GONNORD

RÉGIS LEBRUN

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The company Fleury Michon
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Grégoire Gonnord

— Joint interview —
Régis Lebrun

Why did you choose to have this interview in the Sables
d’Olonne farmers’ market?
GRÉGOIRE GONNORD : It was a symbolic choice that highlights
our roots in France’s Vendée region and our commitment to
our suppliers. We are open to our environment and close to our
sourcing channels.
This farmers’ market sums up the importance we place in our raw
materials, which are essential for the quality of our products. Securing
access to good quality raw materials is a critical challenge. And given
that we sell centre-of-the-plate products, it’s only logical that we be
in the centre of a market.
RÉGIS LEBRUN : The farmers’ market symbolises product diversity
and the positive values associated with food, such as quality and
freshness, with its wide array of colours, products and origins. This
diversity is reflected in our recipes and in the backgrounds and
experience of the women and men who make up our Company.
Farmers’ markets are also known for their closeness to sourcing
channels and their variety of raw materials. Choosing the right raw
materials is a central concern in our business because, whether we
are making prepared meals or charcuterie, we are first and foremost
chefs who believe that any recipe is only as good as its ingredients.
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Joint interview

How did the “Helping people eat better
every day” project begin?
Gr. G. : Feeding people is not a task to be taken lightly; it’s a real job
and a great responsibility. But this is a role in which Fleury Michon
has excelled since 1905. And that is why we don’t agree with the
conventional wisdom that eating standards are declining. Feeding
people better every day is possible, even on a large scale. It just
takes willingness and commitment. Our “Helping people eat better
every day” project is a reflection of our faith in the future and our
commitment to being a dedicated, socially responsible company.
The interests of the food industry and Eating Better should not be
mutually exclusive, because rigorous semi-industrial processing
can actually improve food quality. That said, the food industry
needs to make a firm commitment to quality and agree to be
more transparent.

GRÉGOIRE GONNORD

The Sables d’Olonne
farmers’ market,
10 January 2016
www.lessablesdolonne.fr

“Feeding people
better every day
is possible, even on
a large scale. It just
takes willingness
and commitment.”
R. L. : We made this commitment for a number of reasons. First, we
did not want to be seen as belonging to an industry that people think
is doing a bad job. We also realised that there was a widening gap
between what was on sale and what consumers actually wanted as
they became increasingly concerned about the food on their plates.
And we knew that to bridge this gap, we would need to get everyone
in the industry on board. Lastly, we were convinced that it was our
responsibility, as a major food brand, to fight this battle.
Gr. G. : While everyone else was engaged in a highly destructive
battle for the lowest prices, we at Fleury Michon decided to make
a stand for quality at a fair price. That requires building close
relationships and working effectively with all our stakeholders, from
consumers, customers and suppliers to civil society as a whole. Eating
Better is a worthy goal, but it requires everyone to put aside their
differences, work together and make a real commitment. Only then
will we be able to make progress in Eating Better.

How do you see the future?
Gr. G. : Our focus over the last few years has been on consolidating
our leadership in our historical businesses. We can now claim success
on this front, as the Fleury Michon brand has lengthened its lead
over the competition, doubled in size and is today one of France’s
biggest food brands.
Going forward, we intend to extend Eating Better to all our markets.
We are living at a key moment in history that is giving rise to major
innovations. There are enormous opportunities to be had from the
growing consciousness of the link between food and health, and from
the huge changes being brought about by new technologies. We plan
to make innovation a key priority and be ready to reinvent ourselves
so we can seize every opportunity offered by Eating Better tomorrow.
R. L. : In terms of business development, we plan to focus on three
main areas:
French supermarkets, which offer growth potential over the coming
years. To capture some of this, we will continue our work with our
sourcing channels, innovate and capitalise on the reputation of our
brand, which is steadily increasing its market share. Our target for
2025, for example, is to obtain quality labels for all our strategic
product families.
The New Food Services business, to meet the demand for delivered,
prepared and take-away food. This is a new segment emerging at
the boundary between traditional eat-out and retail. Thanks to our
current initiatives in delivered meals, hospital food services, airline
catering and e-commerce, we can keep track of changes and seize
any new opportunities as and when they arise – or even create
our own.

The company Fleury Michon
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RÉGIS LEBRUN

“It is our
responsibility
as a major food
brand to fight
this battle.”

International markets, which we want to make a particular priority.
Here we plan to generate growth by consolidating our positions
in countries where we currently operate, developing the range of
Fleury Michon brand products, and expanding into new countries
such as the United States, where we intend to launch a range of
fresh prepared meals on the East Coast in 2017.
Gr. G. : By getting a movement started and channelling the energy
towards the goal of “Helping people eat better every day”, we are
taking responsibility as a 21st-century food company. We want our
corporate project to give meaning to our business and make each
and every one of our employees proud to be part of the team.
We are putting all our energy into making this project a success,
without losing sight of three key success factors:
Ensure that the current level of commitment shown by
shareholders, Executive Management, managers, employees
and all our other ambassadors is sustained over the long term.
Strengthen the bonds with all our external stakeholders, from
livestock and crop farmers to our customers, consumers, and civil
society as a whole.
Adapt our organisation in line with the project, consumption
patterns and market trends.
Gr. G. & R. L. : To conclude, we would like to thank all our team
members for their unwavering commitment to this project. We
would also like to say thank you to everyone outside the Company
who helped make this project possible. Whether you are a supplier,
customer, consumer or representative of civil society, we invite you
all to come join us and take part in a project that concerns us all.

THE CHAIRMAN

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Sets the Company’s strategic
direction and priorities with
the Board of Directors.

Is responsible for managing
the Company effectively and
implementing its strategy.

Chairs the Board of Directors
and ensures that it operates with
due diligence.

Leads the Executive Committee
and Management Committee.

Represents the Board of
Directors in dealing with
third parties.

Has the broadest powers to
act in the Company’s name in
all circumstances.
Is the Company’s spokesperson.

Fleury Michon in 2015

— Fleury Michon in 2015 —
An independent, medium-sized
family company

€757.6 3,908
Million
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CONSOLIDATED

EMPLOYEES

Average annual growth
2004-2015: + 6%

Permanent and temporary employees at 31 December
Consolidated basis
(excluding activities in Italy and Spain)

REVENUE

Shareholder structure

111

YEARS
young

64.3%
Familly

Treasury stock

5.4%

Employees

3.8%

Public

26.5%

The company Fleury Michon

Consolidated
REVENUE
FRENCH SUPERMARKETS

Proconi (Slovenia)

€654.3 M

Fresh prepared meals

€4.8 M

NEW FOOD
SERVICES

REVENUE
From interests in joint ventures
PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA (Italia)

Fresh prepared meals

€101.2 M

Sale of Fleury Michon-brand
products

€8.5 M

€55.1 M
1

=

€48.2 M

S UPPLY CHAIN
PLATFORM
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PLATOS TRADICIONALES (Spain)

Fresh prepared meals and roasted meats

€56.4 M

Switzerland and Benelux

Delivered meals
Airline catering
Hospital food services

PRODUCTION
SITES

Frozen and fresh prepared meals

€34.9 M

Self-service charcuterie
Fresh prepared meals
Surimi
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INTERNATIONAL
Delta Dailyfood (Canada)

1

FLEURY MICHON NORGE (Norway)
Sale of fresh prepared meals

€1.7 M
=

€159.3 M

The Fleury Michon brand

Million

€611.2 79 %
REVENUE

generated by
Fleury Michon‑brand products

Million

413

of French households
buy Fleury Michon-brand
products

CONSUMER UNITS
sold under the Fleury Michon brand
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2

1

N°1

3

BRAND

by market share in

CHARCUTERIE
PREPARED MEALS
PREPARED SEAFOOD
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Highlights 2015

— 2015 —

Highlights of an eventful year
January

Juin

Our code of ethical conduct

Issued

Three main principles:
Observe and promote fair
business practices
Protect and promote
the Company
Behave respectfully
towards others

Strong managerial

Buy-in
for the project

February

Launched
diet coaching programme

Nutrition Eating Pleasure Exercise

June

July

Our new

Visual identity

rolled out
Raising brand awareness and
more effectively communicating
our values

#VENEZVERIFIER SAISON II
#VenezVerifier:
Spend nine days in Alaska with @Fleury Michon to see for yourself
where our surimi comes from

The company Fleury Michon

Follow us on

September

French pork
crisis
Fleury Michon sources 70%
of pork from
French
farmers

September

October

Fleury Michon starts

a new
line

in response to
consumer demand

October

October

New range

Joël Robuchon
New Room Saveurs range
launched:

BOCO

recipes from top chefs,
served in stylish glass
bowls

gourmet prepared
meals
Excellence at an affordable
price

Fleury Michon recognised for

excellence in
CSR reporting

www.roomsaveurs.fr

September

December

Well-known personalities
offer their take on
Eating Better
Fleury Michon
receives the

Gouvernance d’Or
corporate governance award
from L’Agefi

Périco Légasse

Joël Robuchon

Serge Papin
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OUR MISSION

ROLAND, “J’AIME”-CERTIFIED FARMER
CÔTES D’ARMOR, FRANCE

The company Fleury Michon

OUR MISSION

Fleury Michon presents
“J’aime”, a label designed
exclusively for French pork
products from animals raised
on non-GMO diets1 without
antibiotics 2.

Creating and sharing
a common vision of
Eating Better with
our stakeholders

1 : < 0,9% 2 : After the 42nd day.
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OUR MISSION | Our project

— Our project —

In four questions

What makes Fleury Michon
legitimate in leading this project,
and what are the challenges?
This project is in line with our corporate culture, one of the
fundamental components of which is balancing business
performance and human progress.
Continue to develop the Company.
Strengthen our product culture.
Help drive transformation Company-wide. Show how good nutrition
can give meaning to life.

Why are you trying to encourage
people to eat better?

This has had consequences on personal health, lifestyles and social
cohesion, not to mention nutrition and the food industry, such as:
Increased pollution, and the resulting impact on foodstuffs.
Faster-paced living.
Urbanisation and less healthy lifestyles.
Declining confidence in farming and food.
Financially strained agricultural sector.
CHALLENGE
Make the leap from wanting to change to actually doing it.
Overcome stakeholders’ resistance to changing their behaviour.
THREE CONVICTIONS CRITICAL TO OUR SUCCESS
Fruitful discussions require a suitable framework.
A sense of responsibility and the need to act together are two key
drivers for the project.
We must shift our focus from a face-to-face to a side‑by‑side approach.

BACKGROUND
As society changes, a combination of new trends is making it
harder for people to live together in harmony. These include:
Population growth.
New technologies, which have failed to reduce misunderstandings.
Speed of communication.

Overall, ineffective coordination of ideas
and initiatives seems to be preventing
society from overcoming many
social, environmental and nutritional
challenges...

The company Fleury Michon

What exactly does Eating Better
involve?
There is no universal model. What is right for one person in a given
situation might not be for another.
Eating Better is about finding personal balance over the long run.
We therefore need to:
Identify key features so we can make a structured analysis that
takes into account the diverse range of people, products and
industry players.
Offer suitable products for all the different scenarios.
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Our Executive
Committee’s
six members are
responsible for
the project

What strategic areas are you
focusing on?
Our Executive Committee has decided to focus on five strategic areas.
In plain terms, we intend to reinvent our relationships and interactions with our five main stakeholders, namely Sourcing Channels,
Consumers, Clients and New Markets, the Fleury Michon Community
of employees, and Civil Society.
Our goal in each area is to:
Describe what the project involves, what we intend to do, and what
results we aim to have achieved by 2025.
Give examples of actions we hope to carry out within
one‑to‑three years.

See the following page for a diagram
of our five strategic areas

... That is why we have decided to step in and
make this our personal project by rallying all
willing stakeholders.
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OUR MISSION | Our five strategic areas

— Our five strategic areas —

FRESH FREIGHT

Sourcing channels

Fleury Michon
community

Sharing our project with our stakeholders

The company Fleury Michon

Clients and new markets

Markets

www.fleurymichon.fr

Consumers

TOWN HALLS

SCHOOLS

Civil society
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OUR MISSION | Our five strategic areas

Consumers
“We want to give
consumers the
opportunity to play
an active role in
the Company”

With an increasing number of people wanting to know how products were made and by whom, and a large
majority inclined to make responsible choices, we are looking to strengthen the relationship between
consumers and our Company.

This involves giving consumers an active role to play and increasing
their sense of responsibility. We want to engage consumers in a
relationship of transparency and joint development by opening our
doors to them.

OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVES
Ensure that Fleury Michon is recognised as the most transparent,
responsible company in the industry, one that understands consumer
expectations and helps to improve food quality in France.

More broadly speaking, convince all consumers that Eating Better
is a matter of civic responsibility, because what they buy has a direct
impact on their health, as well as economic players, society and
the planet.
Involve consumers in Fleury Michon product management
and governance.
Convert consumer-driven initiatives into tangible innovations while
implementing novel financing arrangements.

OUR GOAL FOR 2025
Make Fleury Michon France’s favourite food company for helping
people Eat Better every day.

FIRST STEPS
 old a France-wide public forum on Eating Better.
H
Define our future product range.
Think of new ways of communicating.

DAVID GARBOUS
DIRECTOR OF
STRATEGIC MARKETING

HEAD OF
THE CONSUMERS AREA

REINVENTING OUR RELATIONSHIP

The company Fleury Michon
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Sourcing Channels

“We want to rethink
our relationship
with suppliers”

We believe that it is possible to improve client-supplier relations, and that one of the best ways to do this is
to draw up a common roadmap that secures supply while guaranteeing optimal quality. The aim is to allow
everyone to get involved, make a commitment and move forwards.
REINVENTING OUR RELATIONSHIP

OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVES

This means rethinking our relationship with suppliers, particularly
producers and farmers, in a long term, close and responsible
framework. We want to bring producers and consumers closer
together to foster the emergence and development of new
channels that:
Respect the environment by using the best natural practices
whenever possible.
Use more natural, better-quality animal feed and improve animal
well-being.
Generate sufficient revenues for producers and farmers.

Offer consumers healthy, tasty Fleury Michon products that are
adapted to their lifestyles, at a price that is both affordable and
sufficient to allow the industry’s development.
Ensure that all stakeholders take responsibility for their actions at
each link in the food chain in terms of health, the environment and
the economy.

OUR GOAL FOR 2025

FIRST STEPS
Improve our knowledge of:
New farming techniques
Origins of inputs such as pesticides, antibiotics,
solvents and inks
Animal well-being and farming practices
Environmental footprint reduction.

ALEX JOANNIS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
FLEURY MICHON CHARCUTERIE

HEAD OF THE SOURCING
CHANNELS AREA

Source all supplies of pork, poultry, beef, salmon, vegetables, rice and
pasta from such channels.
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The Fleury Michon
Community

“We want our employees
to make the project their
own and help develop
it together”

We want our project to give rise to a new management style that promotes personal, professional
and social fulfilment.

REINVENTING OUR RELATIONSHIP

OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVES

This involves turning every employee into an Eat Better ambassador
and active participant in the project.

Cultivate a culture of initiative and innovation by involving everyone
in the collective discussion.
Create the right conditions for every employee to promote Eating
Better in their personal and professional lives.

We want to rethink job descriptions, rework our functions and
internal organisation and adapt our management style, giving
everyone all the information they need to make a contribution.
This way, everyone will be a responsible, active player in the project.

OUR GOAL FOR 2025

FIRST STEPS
 repare each employee to become an ambassador
P
for the project.
Implement more health-related best practices (sports,
warm-ups and nutrition).
Adapt our management style for more effective
project deployment.

GÉRARD CHAMBET

GÉRARD SOULARD

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, FLEURY MICHON
PREPARED MEALS

PRODUCTION
MANAGER

HEADS OF THE FLEURY MICHON
COMMUNITY AREA

Ensure that Fleury Michon is one of the top ten places to work.

The company Fleury Michon
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Clients and
New Markets
FRET FRAIS

www.ﬂeurymichon.fr

“We want to invent
new ways of interacting
with our clients”

We want our clients to help drive expansion of the project, in which they can find new opportunities to form
bonds with end-consumers and introduce new marketing methods.

REINVENTING OUR RELATIONSHIP

OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVES

The idea is to involve our clients in the project by making it a business
development opportunity.

Our long-term goal is to shift the focus of our business relationships
from a face-to-face to a side-by-side approach. This will require
working with clients to develop new projects, sales methods and
products that meet consumers’ expectations in terms of health,
quality, satisfaction and the environment, at a price that is both fair
and sufficient to secure the future development of all industry players.

OUR GOAL FOR 2025

FIRST STEPS
Seek out the most suitable
partners to set up new
markets as quickly as
possible in areas such as:

Supermarkets
Eat-Out
Speciality channels (sports
stores, health and beauty
product outlets, etc.)
The Internet.

RÉGIS LEBRUN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

HEAD OF THE CLIENTS AND
NEW MARKETS AREA

Make Fleury Michon the most modern, innovative food company.
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Civil society
MAIRIE

“We want to
get all of civil
society involved
in our project”

ÉCOLE

At Fleury Michon, we have always paid special attention to our local roots and worked to maintain good relations
with all the different representatives of civil society. With this project, which is bigger than our Company, our goal
is to start an ongoing discussion based on sincerity, listening and joint development.
REINVENTING OUR RELATIONSHIP

OUR OVERALL OBJECTIVES

This consists in getting all players involved in the project alongside
Fleury Michon, with the aim of improving food quality in France well
beyond our Company.

Get every person to take part in shaping our changing world through
conscious, responsible action.
In the long term, set up nation-wide nutrition conferences.

We want to share and support initiatives from other members of
civil society to increase project awareness and take up.

OUR GOAL FOR 2025

HEADS OF THE CIVIL
SOCIETY AREA

Make Fleury Michon an active proponent of Eating Better across all
host regions and with all stakeholders.

FIRST STEPS
Introduce a “Path to Eating Better”.
Experiment with project rollout methods in
the Vendée region.
Organise a major event involving the five areas and
all stakeholders.

JEAN-LOUIS ROY

GÉRARD SOULARD

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
ADMINISTRATION
AND FINANCE

PRODUCTION
MANAGER

The company Fleury Michon

November 2014
PROJECT DEFINITION
The Executive Committee
laid out the details of the
Helping People Eat Better
Every Day project and its five
stakeholder areas.

January 2015
ANNOUNCEMENT
The project was presented to
the Group’s 300 managers.

January-April 2015
CONSULTATION
A survey of managers drew
500 suggestions for initiatives.

June 2015
BLUE BOOK AND FIRST
GUEST SPEAKER
Our Blue Book was published
giving tangible form to the
project, then made available
to in-house staff and external
stakeholders.
Journalist and food critic
Périco Légasse was the
first speaker in the “Grands
Témoins” series, giving a
90 minute talk on his view of
Eating Better and issuing a
challenge to Fleury Michon.

October 2015
SECOND GUEST SPEAKER
Joël Robuchon, a partner and
friend of the Company for
almost 30 years, gave his take
on Eating Better and future
food trends.

December 2015
INITIATIVE SELECTION AND
THIRD GUEST SPEAKER
The working groups
presented their findings and
recommended initiatives to
the Executive Committee.
After careful review, the
Executive Committee selected
priority actions for 2016.
Serge Papin, Chief Executive
Officer of Système U, spoke to
managers about his vision of
Eating Better and the future
of retailing.

January 2016
ACTION PLAN
The Executive Committee
presented the priority actions
for 2016 to managers.
The move to secure in-house
support began.

Third-quarter 2015
CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS
Almost all managers signed up
to a working group in one of
the project’s five main areas
to help develop initiatives.

— Gearing up in-house —
8 June 2015 – All Fleury Michon managers at a meeting in Pouzauges, France
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OUR MISSION | What Eating Better means to four well-known personalities

— What Eating Better
means to four well-known
personalities —

Why eating is voting
Eating Better is a project that concerns all humankind, because good nutrition is vital
“
and, as we now know, a public health issue. While much of the project is common sense,

such as preferring local, seasonal products, Eating Better is also a national challenge.
Today, consumers have the following choice:
Either they can buy cheap, low-quality, mass-produced food, which more often than not is
bad for jobs, bad for the environment and synonymous with appalling working conditions.
By choosing this option, they are supporting this system and voting to keep it in place.
Or they can do their research, read the label and try to find out who made the product,
how they made it, whether it was made in France, is seasonal, and so on, before buying.
By choosing this option, they are voting for a new vision of the food industry, and for
a certain idea of France. The question is therefore immensely political.

Périco
Légasse

”

Périco Légasse is a journalist and food critic who fights for the cause of “fair taste”.
Légasse spoke to Fleury Michon managers in Pouzauges, France on 8 June 2015.

Eating Better means focusing on quality
Championing a cause like Eating Better is a real challenge for a company that sells
“
mass-produced food. The best response is to focus on product quality. It’s easy to find

small quantities of good quality raw materials. It’s easy to sell for cheap. But it is not so
easy to find a sufficient amount of good quality raw materials to make good products
and sell them at a higher price.
Achieving this takes hard work, determination and faith. The management team has
to be driven by a love of artisanal methods and a job well done, but also be capable
of mass-producing good products. And all levels of the company must show the same
determination to raise the bar.
Obviously, making progress in this area requires a tremendous amount of work, and
Fleury Michon cannot do it alone. The Company will have to work with sourcing channels,
include distributors in the loop and educate the public – and that is just the start.

”

Joël
Robuchon

Joël Robuchon is a Michelin-starred chef who has been developing Fleury Michon and
Très bien merci ! brand meals with the Company since 1987. Robuchon was in Pouzauges
on 1 October 2015 to talk to Fleury Michon’s managers.

The company Fleury Michon
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In the spirit of openness and joint-development,
Fleury Michon has invited well known personalities from
a variety of backgrounds to share their thoughts and
enrich discussions on the “Helping People Eat Better
Every Day” project.
Fleury Michon has the legitimacy and credibility
needed to “Help People Eat Better Every Day”.
First of all, Fleury Michon has a legitimate role to play here because of its history,
“
which it needs to keep writing. Take ham, for example: After introducing Label Rouge

and Organic hams, the Company now has to go a step further and look at things such as
animal farming conditions and well-being. In terms of prepared meals, Fleury Michon
could break with the past and offer meals based on vegetable protein as an alternative
to meat. Fleury Michon’s size and profile also confer legitimacy. A major brand owned by
a big multinational could never do what you are doing.
To succeed, the Company will have to open up and stop acting like most publicity-shy
mass-produced-food companies; be transparent like with surimi; give indicators and
explanations and exert influence; and, above all, advocate the interests of the general
public by talking about food.

Serge Papin

”

Serge Papin, CEO of Système U, addressed Fleury Michon’s managers in Pouzauges on
15 December 2015.

It has been proven that better fed animals result
in better fed people.
In the 1990s, a dairy farmer named Jean-Pierre Pasquet noticed that cows were
“
healthier when grazing in the spring, and that butter made from their milk was softer

and more spreadable than in winter. Using this observation as a starting point, we carried
out studies on preserving the food chain and promoting the use of nutritional plants and
grains. The first conclusive results showed the positive effects of omega 3 on animal health,
be it in terms of fertility, immunity, strength or otherwise. Then, after animal health, our
attention turned to human nutrition in partnership with the INRA agricultural research
institute and the CERN nutritional research centre. The findings made it possible to
measure the impact of the change in the animal’s diet on human health and nutrition.
It makes no sense to take supplements such as omega 3 and polyphenols when they
should be part of any delicious meal. People’s nutritional balance starts in the field and
the feed trough. Healthy soil and healthy animals equal healthy people. That is more than
just a catchy saying: it’s a measurable, scientifically proven reality. With Fleury Michon, it
also reflects a set of shared values – all that remains now is to convince as many people
as possible to adopt them. Together, we are attempting the tough yet glorious task of
rebuilding the food chain!

”

Pierre Weill

Pierre Weill is an agronomist, founding director of the Valorex group, and founder of the
Bleu-Blanc-Coeur healthy foods association.
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MONTIFAUT JAMBONS
MEAT PROCESSING

The company Fleury Michon

OUR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

At Fleury Michon, we believe that Eating Better can drive
business growth, improve in-house motivation and enhance
our brand image.

Bringing the Eating
Better philosophy to
all our markets
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— Our 3 business segments —

Performing well and offering growth prospects
across the board

Consolidating our brand leadership

HyperMarkets

French Supermarkets
Fleury Michon brand

€654.3 €611.2
consolidated

M

consolidated

REVENUE

CHARCUTERIE
Pork hams
Poultry cuts
Ready-to-eat charcuterie

M

REVENUE

PREPARED
SEAFOOD
Surimi

PREPARED MEALS
Individual prepared meals
Meal boxes

The company Fleury Michon

Pursuing our expansion with
an emphasis on North America
CONSOLIDATED COMPANIES
DELTA DAILYFOOD
Canada – prepared meals
PROCONI
Slovenia – prepared meals
SWITZERLAND
AND BENELUX
Sale of Fleury Michon-brand
products

INTERESTS IN JOINT VENTURES
PIATTI FRESCHI ITALIA
Italy – fresh prepared meals
PLATOS TRADICIONALES
Spain – fresh prepared meals
and roasted meats
FLEURY MICHON NORGE
Norway – fresh prepared
meals

International

€120.1
REVENUE

with joint ventures based
on Fleury Michon’s interest

€48.2 M

M

REVENUE FROM
OPERATIONS
from consolidated
companies

€71.9 M

REVENUE FROM
OPERATIONS
from joint
ventures based on
Fleury Michon’s interest

Creating a B-to-B
and B-to-C start-up
business
ROOM SAVEURS
Meals delivered to the workplace
AIRLINE CATERING
Frozen prepared meals
MEAL SOLUTIONS FOR
HEALTHCARE FACILITIES
Frozen prepared meals

New Food
Services

€55.1
consolidated

REVENUE

M
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Prepared Meals

Prepared Seafood

Charcuterie
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The company Fleury Michon
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French Supermarkets
Our core business and showcase
for the Fleury Michon brand
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N°1
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CHARCUTERIE
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French Supermarkets business
Fleury Michon brand
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+7%
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GROWTH
in the Fleury Michon
brand
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+5%
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average annual

GROWTH
in the French
Supermarkets business
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— Charcuterie —

Lengthening our lead

With 13.4% of the market, Fleury Michon is the N°1 self service charcuterie brand in France
and continues to lengthen its lead over competitors.
Operating in three high value-added segments, (pork hams, poultry cuts and
ready-to-eat charcuterie), Fleury Michon is the largest contributor to sales in French
hypermarkets and supermarkets. The brand also continues to attract new buyers, adding
821,000 households in 2015.
Fleury Michon’s product line covers all growth segments: including labelled food (Label
Rouge, Organic, Bleu-Blanc-Cœur, Porc Français, etc.), health food (low salt, high in omega 3,
low fat, non-GMO, antibiotic-free, etc.), meat (pork, chicken, turkey, beef, etc.), special
recipes (herb-crusted, Italian style, roasted, old-style, baked, etc.) and different formats
(two to eight slices).
The launch of the new “J’aime” range of hams and roasts from pigs raised on GMO-free
feed and without antibiotics, and the acquisition of an equity interest in Vallégrain, a fully
integrated pork supplier, reflect our determination to meet end-consumers’ increasingly
specific expectations.

N°1

Pork
hams
22.1%* +6.4%

N°1

Permanent and temporary employees at
31 December 2015

Ready-to-eat
charcuterie
42.1%* +8.9%

Poultry
cuts
43.3%* +6.7%

1,685 5
EMPLOYEES

N°1

PRODUCTION

UNITS

Pouzauges-Montifaut
Pork hams
Chantonnay
Poultry cuts
Pouzauges Gare
Ready-to-eat
charcuterie

Plélan-le-Grand
Pork hams, terrines
and ready-to-eat
charcuterie
Cambrai
Pork hams

SELF-SERVICE CHARCUTERIE*

Other
24.3%

13.4%
+7.2%
Herta
11.7 %

Lowest
Price
4.3 %

P
L
2

Private
Labels
46.3 %

Fleury Michon
continues to
lengthen its lead
over competitors
in terms of
market share*

€5,045

Millions

Representing more than €5 billion in sales, self-service charcuterie is
one of the two biggest consumer goods markets in France

SELF-SERVICE
CHARCUTERIE

MARKET

+ 0.8% in 2015

* Moving annual total Supermarkets + Hard Discount – Source: IRI Dec. 2015

The company Fleury Michon
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— Prepared Meals and Prepared Seafood —
Fleury Michon is a major player in several segments

Fleury Michon’s prepared meals business for French supermarkets
spans a number of segments

Individual prepared meals (excluding meal boxes) is one of the biggest segments in the
self-service fresh prepared meals market, which Fleury Michon leads with a market share
of 32.4% in 2015, up 5% on 2014.
With more than 100 products, Fleury Michon has the largest range in the market and
can satisfy all tastes (meat, poultry, fish, gourmet meals, exotic flavours, vegetables, comfort
food, gratins, fried dishes, stews, etc.) and all consumer profiles (vegetarians,
people with
+7.2%
Other
allergies, big- and light-eaters, the time-poor and food-lovers).
24.3%
The Fleury Michon brand is also the market leader in the surimi segment, with market
share of 28.2% in 2015, up 7.5% on the previous year.
Herta
Twenty-two of Fleury Michon’s thirty-some surimi products are based 11.7
on %the most
iconic category – the stick. Fleury Michon is the only brand to offer surimi sticks with no
Lowest
preservatives, polyphosphates, artificial flavours,
Price glutamate or sorbitol.
Private

INDIVIDUAL PREPARED MEALS + MEAL BOXES*

13.4%

4.3 %

Labels
46.3 %

29.3%
+4 %
Other
12.2%

Private
Labels
27.4%

Marie
13.5%

Weight
Lustucru 3.3% Sodebo Watchers
7.5%
6.8%

SURIMI*

Other
24.3%

N°1
13.4%
+7.2%

Individual
prepared meals

N°3

Meal boxes

N°1
29.3%
+4 %
Surimi

Other
12.2%

Lowest Price
+ Other
8.2 %

28.2%
+7.5%

Herta
11.7 %

Private
Labels
46.3 %

Private
Labels
27.4%

Marie
13.5%

Private
Labels
43.8%

Coraya
19.7 %

Weight
Lustucru 3.3% Sodebo Watchers
7.5%
6.8%

EMPLOYEES

Permanent and temporary employees at
31 December 2015

UNITS

Mouilleron-en-Pareds
Prepared meals
Pouzauges-Montifaut
Surimi/Prepared meals
Chantonnay
Prepared seafood

* Moving annual total Supermarkets + Hard Discount – Source: IRI Dec. 2015

MARKETS IN 2015

€552
€289

Million

1,284 3

PRODUCTION

PREPARED MEALS
AND MEAL BOXES

SURIMI

Million

Lowest
Price
4.3 %

+ 3.8%

- 0.1%
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International
Operations
Pursuing our expansion with an emphasis
on North America
Business volumes of €120 million*

Selected highlights in 2015
The Fleury Michon brand continued to expand in Canada,
accounting for 13% of Delta Dailyfood’s revenue in 2015.

In 2004, Fleury Michon’s international operations represented just
€10 million, or barely 3% of consolidated revenue. Eleven years later,
they account for more than €120 million* when including interests
in joint ventures in Italy and Spain. International operations chiefly
concern prepared products, fresh prepared meals in the self-service
supermarkets segment and frozen meals for airline catering.

Business in Canada grew by 30%.
In Spain, business expanded by nearly 5% despite the difficult
economic environment.
Italian operations generated an additional 11% in revenue in
a market weakened by recession.

In 2015, international operations grew by 14% and generated
€15 million in additional revenue.
* Consolidated businesses and joint ventures based on Fleury Michon’s interest

Expansion of
International Operations

Italia
Export
8%

Revenue based on Fleury Michon’s interest excluding intra-group sales

40%

Slovenia
4%

Canada
45%

Slovenia
9%

Export
75%

Canada
27%

Export
11%

Spain
21%

Italia
6%

2011

2004

€10 M

€73

M

2015

Spain
29%

Italia
25%

€120

M

The company Fleury Michon

8
7
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COUNTRIES

where Fleury Michon
is present

production
sites

NORVWAY

CANADA 1
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
SWITZERLAND

SPAIN 1

1 SLOVENIA

ITALIA 4
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New Food
Services
Securing fresh growth and valuable
knowledge for our Group
Très bien merci !: slimming
down with the help of
a Michelin-starred chef
As well as generating growth,
our services operations allow us
to investigate new distribution
channels, purchasing trends
and sales venues
Room Saveurs delivered
meals: a step closer to serving
individuals

Très bien merci ! is a range of
slimming prepared meals made in
Fleury Michon’s Vendée kitchens
and delivered all throughout France.
The figure-friendly meals are low
fat and low salt, contain no palm
oil or GMOs, and are made from
fresh ingredients to the specifications
of French chef Joël Robuchon. Très bien
merci ! also includes an online weight-loss
programme designed to help consumers
get back to their ideal weight.

With 883,000 units sold in 2015, the Room
Saveurs business generated revenue of
€24 million for the year – two and a half
times more than in 2004, the year in which
it was acquired.
The Room Saveurs range will now expand
beyond the corporate market in the Paris
region to reach individual consumers.

BOCO BOX

ROOM SAVEURS

The company Fleury Michon

Airline catering: zero turbulence
For years, Fleury Michon has been supplying
leading caterers with frozen meals for
long-haul flights. The business pursued its
upward trajectory in 2015, growing by 16%
as it continued to secure customer loyalty
and bid for new contracts.

After two years of research and development
(R&D) based on stringent specifications and
hundreds of recipe tests, the Group won
its first meal solutions bids in healthcare
facilities in 2015. The 40 recipes spread over
14 days of different menus cover 80% of
therapeutic diets for hospitalised patients.
Fleury Michon expects to confirm its place
in this highly specialised market in 2016.

FAUCHON MEAL
ROOM SAVEURS

Health

Meal solutions for healthcare
facilities: nutritional excellence
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RECIPES

to cover

80% OF
THERAPEUTIC DIETS

FRUIT BAR

ROOM SAVEURS
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The company Fleury Michon

OUR STRENGTHS

The average seniority of our employees is 17 years – proof of
their loyalty to Fleury Michon

Constantly striving to
be an open, honest
and responsible
company
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— Our people —
We work to combine business development
with human progress

Our N°1 strategic asset

At Fleury Michon, our teams are our greatest
strength and a strategic asset for the Group,
notably as our businesses change, reflecting
the training and the agility we want to offer
our employees. They are part of a dynamic
vision that emphasises investing in people
for the future.

Business development and
human progress

We believe that growing our people and
growing our business go hand in hand
and we work to keep these two goals in
balance. This has been the Company’s
vision since the beginning, and especially
since the 1980s under the chairmanship of
Yves Gonnord.

Face-to-face management and
performance

We favour personalised management,
guided by the pursuit of good financial
results, but not achieved to the detriment of
the individual. Major investments are made
to ensure that our employees are trained
and skilled. Giving employees prospects
and confidence enables us to focus on
optimising performance.

Uniform managerial support

Our main objective is to install uniform,
cross-functional practices across the
Group. Our management approach is
based on a few simple principles: stay close
to your teams, take the time to explain
so employees feel their work and the
Company’s objectives have meaning, and
give employees an outlook and visibility for
the future.

A training and support academy

Our Academy, set up in 2013, defines
a common model and language based
on face-to-face management and skills
development. It helps us prepare the
future and the Group’s development
moving forwards.

A culture of change

Fleury Michon’s history is a testament
to the Company’s unwavering ability to
stay in tune with the times and adapt to
change. This ability is part of our corporate
culture, reflecting a collective energy that
is a major asset.

The company Fleury Michon

Maintaining employability
Group-wide

The more employees are prepared
for change, the more open they are to
organisational adjustments within the
Company. That is why we have made
it a priority to deploy training and
support resources that maintain our
workforce’s employability.

Employee shareholder
representatives on the Board
of Directors

This approach is in keeping with our steadfast
determination to have long-term employees
who are interested in Fleury Michon from
both a business and a social perspective and
who would like to be part of the Company’s
development.

We have introduced a share grant scheme
under which all employees on permanent
and fixed-term contracts receive 30 free
shares, thereby making all employees
shareholders in their Company. Employees
held 3.8% of Fleury Michon’s share capital
in 2015, and are expected to own 6.5% by
end-2017.

Values defined with employees

Advancing together, in a spirit of progress,
sincerity, simplicity and responsibility, is part
of Fleury Michon’s culture. With this in mind,
we have identified key values in working
meetings with employees that reflect a
broadly-embraced approach to operations.
Our management methods are based on
these values and express them on a daily
basis, during team meetings and in training,
onboarding and performance reviews.
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— The Fleury Michon brand —
Our corporate brand is an integral part
of our entire strategy
When choosing products, more and more
consumers consider not only the brand but also
the company behind the brand

They are buying more than just a product or service; they are buying
an entire ecosystem that takes into account who made the product
and how they did it.
Behind the brand, consumers are seeking a quality product, but
they also need to be reassured as to how the company manages
all of its sourcing channels and, more generally, its corporate social
responsibility (CSR) commitments.
If a brand wavers, the whole company is weakened. Similarly, if a
company is touched by scandal, the brand immediately feels the
consumer backlash.

Fleury Michon product profile
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OUR THREE-PRONGED CSR COMMITMENT
MAKING BUYING FLEURY MICHON
A RESPONSIBLE ACT

Our single brand makes us more competitive
and more coherent

A breakdown analysis of our entire business shows that
Fleury Michon-brand products make by far the largest contribution
to overall value.
The Fleury Michon brand offers a nearly unrivalled array of products,
covering numerous eating situations, both during and outside
of mealtimes.
Fleury Michon is both our product brand and our company name,
which is a strength in a climate of shrinking consumer confidence
and a growing demand for information.
The Fleury Michon brand enjoys a positive image and a high level
of trust among our consumers and food retailers, and significantly
contributes to our competitiveness.

The company Fleury Michon

Fleury Michon harnesses all digital channels
to stay connected with stakeholders

To send our brand content viral, we have developed a digital
platform that will help pave the way for the future while keeping a
tight focus on the Company and our CSR commitments.

A
 MULTI-AWARD-WINNING
DIGITAL CAMPAIGN
Digital Marketing Strategy Awards
Best Integrated Marketing Campaign
Brand Content Awards
Best Brand Content
Gold, food category
Media Strategy Awards
Best Integrated Strategy
Marketing Awards
Silver, social media category
Marketing Excellence Awards
Bronze
Top Com Awards
Best Multimedia
Advertising Campaign
Gold, product communication
strategy category
Médiamétrie Award for Return
on Investment
Novancia Award for Sustainable
Development
Brand Content Strategy Award
Gold, integrated marketing campaign category
Effie Awards
Gold, food category
Digital Vendée Awards
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This platform provides a foundation that ensures consistency and
alignment between what we say and what we do, as well as between
the brand and the Company.
Currently undergoing optimisation, the platform aims to increase
the number of ways in which consumers can interact with us.
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— Our sourcing channels —
We believe that nothing is more important than quality
raw materials from certified, verified channels
A state of mind embedded in our corporate culture
Always one step ahead of the market in terms of sourcing channels,
Fleury Michon has adopted an approach based on four commitments:
Guarantee supplies by carefully controlling food safety in
sourcing channels.
Ensure the level of quality by establishing Fleury Michon
standards.
Ensure competitiveness and value creation by promoting
win‑win relationships with suppliers.
Promote sustainable, responsible purchasing by sharing
Fleury Michon best business practices.

Our strategy
Looking at high-quality, long-term relationships as a prerequisite
to success

QUALITY CONTROL

Quality control to match
the challenges involved
10 people dedicated to purchasing quality.
294 days of audits at supplier sites in 2015.
A food analysis laboratory with 9 people.
Systematic visual checks from reception.
Daily sensory evaluations.
More than 300,000 tests and analyses each year.
A traceability system that keeps a record across
a product’s life.

We believe that quality and safety are instilled over the long term in
partnership with carefully selected suppliers and producers.
Involving our suppliers’ suppliers

Since good animal raising and farming practices are the first step
to quality, our specifications apply to our suppliers’ suppliers too.
Implementing specific sourcing channels

Our sourcing channels rely on carefully defined specifications to
produce high value-added raw materials, from the place they are
farmed, raised or fished to the final production facility.

Fleury Michon has deepened its
involvement in the pork sourcing
channel with the acquisition of a
19% minority interest in Vallégrain
A Fleury Michon supplier for 20 years, Vallégrain produces
pork products with a strong focus on quality labels,
including Label Rouge, Bleu-Blanc-Cœur and Porc Français.
The company currently accounts for 9% of Fleury Michon’s
supplies. This acquisition is a tangible demonstration of
our commitment to our supplier. It also gives us first-hand
access to farming-related factors that enhance product
quality and furthers our strategy of “Helping people eat
better every day”.

Rouge
1973 Label
hams

2002 Bleu-Blanc-Cœur
hams

2004

Organic hams and
prepared meals

for French pork
2008 Support
and beef suppliers

The company Fleury Michon
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Roland,
a pig farmer
in Côtes‑d’Armor,
France
A new French sourcing channel
A committed approach, to support French
agriculture in partnership with a pig farming specialist.
High-quality feed and care, with pigs raised on
GMO-free (<0.9%) feed and French grain, and
without antibiotics after the 42nd day.
Animal well-being, in compliance with the European
directive all throughout the life of animal.
Sustainable development, thanks to a systematic
annual environmental audit.
A sourcing channel that is monitored by an
independent organisation (Visalim).

All Fleury Michon’s surimi sticks are
sustainably fished

direct, indirect and induced

RO
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Nick, Rob and Glenn,
white hake fishermen in Alaska

At Fleury Michon, we believe that a good species of
fish is one that can be caught for years to come. That
is why our surimi sticks are made from wild fish from
non‑endangered species.
We specifically select our fish exclusively from species not
included on the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species.
The fisheries in our sourcing channel for surimi sticks
have been certified by independent organisations,
such as the Marine Stewardship Council (MSC). Their
fleets operate in international waters using quota-based,
environmentally friendly fishing practices.

M FIS H TO

from our sourcing needs.

2011

MSC-certified
sustainable fishing

2013

Fully sourced from
responsible fishing

2014 #VenezVerifier
2015 J’aime
campaign
hams

2016 Interest
in Vallégrain
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— Quality —
It’s important to do things the right way
Convenient products

Our products adapt to consumers’ lifestyles and their increasing
demand for service before, during and after a meal. For this reason,
Fleury Michon products are easy to store, easy to cook and easy to
eat, with easy-to-dispose-of packaging.

Naturalness and flavour

Our products respond to consumer expectations for a natural,
balanced diet. Made with ingredients sourced from certified
channels, our products are the result of leading-edge research and
development (R&D) that combines authentic culinary practices
with innovation. They contain less salt and fat and are free of
preservatives, additives, artificial colours and allergens – all without
compromising food safety.
Our delicious products are prepared with choice ingredients without
compromising on quality. They are cooked directly in the package to
preserve their full flavour and ensure a farm-fresh taste experience.

“It’s important to do things the right way,” as
Fleury Michon’s founders used to say more than a
century ago. Today, this heritage is reflected in our
singular focus on continuous improvement.
A shared culture

With its emphasis on a job well done, our culture is our most precious
asset when it comes to meeting the expectations of people looking
for services, balanced nutrition, and a company they can trust.
This culture is shared by Fleury Michon’s people, who work with
an unrelenting passion in their areas of expertise to advance the
pleasure of eating well every day. It has made us the benchmark
brand in all our markets today.

Authentic products

Our process starts with the choice of suppliers and ingredients,
because delicious, authentic products can only be made from
rigorously selected raw materials and supply channels.

The company Fleury Michon

Just a few of Fleury Michon’s quality labels

ALITÉ
QU

GARANTIE
CONTRÔLÉ PAR UN
ORGANISME INDÉPENDANT
11, villa Thoréton - 75015 PARIS
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— Nutrition —

Our nutritional approach
combines health and sustainable dietary habits

17 years of commitment to nutrition
to “Help people eat better every day”.

2003

Food allergies:
Commitment made
alongside AFPRAL1

2014-2020

4 parts of
a sustainable diet

2011

Salt content reduced:
1st surimi with 25%
less salt
1st prepared meals
with 25% less salt

h
alt

Eating
pleasure

m
li n e n t
ess a l

2012

Gluten intolerance:
Commitment made
alongside AFDIAG3

1. French Allergy Prevention Association. 2. France’s national health and nutrition programme. 3. French Gluten Intolerance Association.

ma Ra
te

e

2005

Consumer
information:
list of ingredients
provided in
recipe form

2009-2012

Voluntary
commitment charter
signed with PNNS2

2013-2015

Second voluntary
commitment charter
signed with PNNS

n
ro
E n vi iend
fr

Salt content reduced:
1st ham with
25% less salt

2004

1st self-service
Organic ham

2007

Range of Organic
prepared meals
released

w ials
r

2002

2004

Additives reduced:
Palm and
hydrogenated oils
eliminated from
prepared meals
and surimi

pl

1999

Nutritional Charter
finalised
5 rules
1 Comply with daily
recommended
allowances
2 Reduce salt content
3 Reduce fat content
4 Eliminate additives
5 Systematically
include nutritional
labels

He
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Fleury Michon signs its first nutritional
progress charter, PNNS*
As a responsible food company, we signed a nutritional progress
charter with the French Ministries of Health, Food, and the Economy
for the 2010-2012 period.
This corporate commitment is aligned with France’s national health
and nutrition programme (PNNS), which was launched to improve
consumer health by focusing on balanced nutrition.
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PNNS 2, a renewed commitment
We were the only company to sign a second charter with the
French State, making a commitment to work on five areas during
the 2013-2015 period.
This renewed commitment reflects our determination to
continue working to offer products that contribute to a healthy,
balanced diet.

Our five commitments for 2013-2015
Results to be published in June 2016 after ministerial review

COMMITMENT N°1:

COMMITMENT N°4:

Reduce salt content in charcuterie
and prepared meals

Develop recipes for prepared meals that
are high in fibre

COMMITMENT N°2:

COMMITMENT N°5:

Reduce saturated fats
in prepared meals

Promote nutritional information among
the general public and health professionals

COMMITMENT N°3:
Reduce sugar content in surimi

* French national health and nutrition programme set up to combat growing problems such as obesity and cardiovascular disease that are related to nutritional imbalances
and lack of exercise.
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— Innovation —

Striving for continuous progress

We renew

20%
of our
product range
each year

Given the strong pressure in
our historical and traditional
markets of ham, surimi and
prepared meals, it is vital
that we respond on a variety
of fronts including new
growth drivers, innovation
and improvements to our
existing products

Openness

Thinking outside the box
In our fast-paced world, opening up
means identifying how, when and where
people eat so we can gain inspiration for
developing products that meet our criteria
– in short, deliver real added value to
everyday products.
Taking our cue from megatrends
Guided by expectations for nutrition,
convenience and new taste experiences, our
research first focuses on our environment,
specifically:
Ready-to-eat meals
Home-cooked meals
Naturalness
Nutritional balance
 A desire to discover other cultures and
exotic flavours.

Involvement

Making creativity everyone’s business
Alongside researchers and experts, any
motivated member of our teams can
make a creative contribution.
Examples of innovation that show that
inventiveness extends into every sphere
include:
Specific cookers for meats and surimi.
A visual recognition tool for merchandising.
The Fleury Michon Academy for
employee training.
A public-private sponsorship initiative for
children with type 1 diabetes.
Asking consumers for their ideas
Consumers can be a source of new ideas,
particularly via social networks.

The company Fleury Michon
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A few

NEW
RECIPES

Salt-reduced, gluten-free and affordable

Tastier and more textured,
with a creamy centre

New flavours, a different taste and more
fibre-filled texture

A New York-inspired recipe

Recipes from other lands, with honey
from Italy and maple syrup from Canada

Rich, succulent slices of chicken fillet

The latest culinary trends from
a top chef

New flavour combinations

Gluten-free recipes for everyday eating
at an affordable price

38 new recipes in 2015
Organisation

Fostering synergies
We have set up a cross-functional innovation department to optimise research
capabilities so we can innovate faster, at
lower cost and with a much larger scope. In
France and beyond, the department will be
responsible for:
Seeking out disruptive innovations.
Creating links and promoting coordination
among the Group’s various units.

Growth
 rganising the search for new recipes, raw
O
materials, technologies and processes,
with no preconceptions.
Understanding and identifying the work
done on the main sourcing channels for
raw materials.

Supporting the Group’s growth and
digital transformation
Increasing our operating performance by
supplying the necessary IT services.
Providing technical solutions to support
innovation in the French Supermarkets
business.
Meeting the needs of suppliers, clients,
partners and consumers in terms of
information and digital interaction.
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— Our production and supply chain resources —
Securing top-level performance

Continue to deliver superior products, maintain
our innovation capacity, control our sourcing
channels and meet our CSR commitments in
an environment shaped by price pressure

The secret of our success lies in quality purchasing, effective audits,
risk analyses and partnerships, and high performance production
and supply chain resources. A simple tour of our production sites
shows that we have very high-performance facilities. This reflects
substantial, regular investments and a deep-seated commitment
among employees to keeping these resources operating at their
optimal level.

Pooled resources that strengthen the capacity
to innovate

By pooling knowledge bases, production resources and R&D skills,
we can test new products and launch new offerings while limiting
capital expenditure and optimising development lead times.

A new approach to our production base

The outlook for the future and the brand’s development outside
France call for a fresh approach to how we locate new production
units, with a focus on building facilities near areas with high
concentrations of end-consumers rather than close to each other
or to raw materials.

A powerful production base strengthened
by closely located units

At Fleury Michon, we have developed a powerful production base in
France by locating our units close together, within a few kilometres
of each other. Over time, this has made it possible to optimise
each site’s production potential, increase responsiveness, leverage
synergistic expertise and foster skills sharing.

Efficient supply chain
The quality, reliability and high performance of Fleury Michon’s supply chain
operations are unanimously recognised by the profession and food retailers.
At present, the service rate in France stands at 99.5%. With more than
100,000 tonnes shipped, Fleury Michon is positioned as one of the highestperforming players in the fresh food category.

OPERATIONS

 rocessing and
P
shipping orders
for Fleury Michon
subsidiaries.
Managing inventories
and finished products.
Managing IT
resources in real
time, from order to
invoice, in liaison
with production
management.
Overseeing
outsourced shipping.
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EMPLOYEES*

SUPPLY CHAIN UNIT

1,202,000
COLIS PAR SEMAINE

ISO 9001
ISO 50001

5,400
ORDERS
A WEEK

on average

100,000
+8%
TONNES SHIPPED

SERVICE RATE

99.5%

The company Fleury Michon
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Facilities in France
ISO and IFS certification by site

CAMBRAI
Superior ham

C
 ompliance with quality
assurance standards

PLÉLAN-LE-GRAND
	Superior ham
Ready-to-eat charcuterie
ISO 22000

VENDÉE
POUZAUGES
Superior ham
ISO 9001 + ISO 50001

Cooking aids

ISO 9001 + ISO 22000 + ISO 50001

Prepared meals

ISO 9001 + ISO 50001 + IFS

Supply chain platform

ISO 9001 + ISO 50001

Head office
ISO 50001

MOUILLERON-EN-PAREDS
Prepared meals

ISO 9001+ ISO 50001 + IFS

CHANTONNAY
Poultry cuts
ISO 9001

Surimi

ISO 9001 + ISO 50001 + IFS

production
sites

supply
chain
platform
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— Corporate governance —
Taking a balanced, outward-looking approach

The Fleury Michon Group’s governance is dedicated to ensuring that good management
and a consistent development strategy produce long-term business growth,
a sustainable future for the Company and continued employment. Fleury Michon
applies the MiddleNext corporate governance code for mid-caps.

Strategic decision-making
in five simple steps

SUPERVISORY
POWERS
Board of Directors and SHCP
Strategy Committee
Responsible for decision-making and monitoring
in relation to:
Main strategic priorities.
Development projects
Group management.

EXECUTIVE POWERS
Chief Executive Officer
and Executive Committee
Responsible for submitting proposals
and implementing decisions.

1

3

DEFINE
STRATEGIC
FRAMEWORK

REVIEW
AND DECIDE

W
PROPOSE
STRATEGY

2

5

MONITOR

IMPLEMENT

4

The company Fleury Michon

Decision-making bodies
3 complementary roles

SHCP LEAD HOLDING COMPANY

Strategy
Committee
DEFINES

FLEURY MICHON S.A.

Board
of Directors
REVIEWS AND DECIDES

The Group’s overall strategy and the
main business development focuses.

Group development projects.

As proposed by:

Executive Management, in line with
the strategic priorities set by SHCP.

The Chairman or Chief Executive
Officer of SHCP.
The Chief Executive Officer of
Fleury Michon.

MONITORS

Implementation of the strategic
priorities.
On behalf of:

The Board of Directors.
Executive Management.

ASSISTS AND ADVISES

Fleury Michon S.A, notably
in the areas of Group strategy
and development, negotiations
with external partners,
investment and financing policies,
innovation, communications
and brand management.

As proposed by:

MONITORS

Good Group management and
the effective implementation
of approved projects.
Any other activities it
deems necessary.

ADDRESSES

All issues arising in the normal course
of business.

Chief Executive Officer

(assisted by the Executive Committee)

MANAGES

Group operations on a day-to-day
basis.
With the broadest powers.

DEVELOPS AND PROPOSES

New projects and changes in
strategic priorities.

IMPLEMENTS

The overall strategy set by SHCP,
and the decisions approved by
Fleury Michon’s Board of Directors

REPORTS

To all parties on its performance.

APPOINTS

The Group’s Executive Management
and members of the Board
of Director’s dedicated committees.
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— Corporate governance —
The Board of Directors
Fleury Michon’s Board of Directors, chaired by Grégoire Gonnord, is made up of
12 members. The presence of independent members contributes to the Board of
Directors’ focus on combining good management with security and sustainability.

The Board comprises
3 types of directors

1 R
 epresentatives of the core family
shareholders.
 epresentatives of employee
2 R
shareholders.
3 Independent directors with a diverse
range of skills and experience.

The Board of Directors’
3 dedicated committees

These committees are each specialised
in a particular field to assist the Board in
making decisions.
CSR Committee
The CSR Committee is responsible for
helping to define CSR policy, recommending areas for action and deployment,
reviewing and validating objectives,
tracking initiatives and ensuring that
they are properly implemented, and
suggesting focus areas for communication with outside audiences.

Compensation and Appointments
Committee
The Compensation and Appointments
Committee reviews and proposes compensation packages for Executive Management, ensures that senior management compensation is competitive
and verifies that succession plans are
in place.
Audit and Risks Committee
The Audit and Risks Committee maps
risks, monitors the integrity of financial
information and oversees compliance
with accounting standards. It also reviews
the effectiveness of internal audit and
internal control systems.

The company Fleury Michon
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Executive Management
The Chief Executive Officer, Régis Lebrun, is responsible for managing the Company
effectively and implementing its strategy. The CEO has the broadest powers to act in
the Company’s name in all circumstances, and acts as the Company’s spokesperson.

The CEO leads
and coordinates
the Executive Committee
and Management
Committee

Executive Committee
The Executive Committee is made up of
six members, who are responsible for
operations, administration and finance,
strategic marketing and production and
supply chain management.

Management Committee
The Management Committee comprises
13 members, including the six members
of the Executive Committee. It is responsible for overseeing deployment of
thecorporate project Group-wide.

Chaired by Régis Lebrun, the Executive
Committee is responsible for:
Determining the Company’s strategic
vision in line with its corporate project.
Ensuring the Company’s corporate
project is properly implemented.

n addition to balancing the roles of the different governing bodies,
5 basic rules IFleury
Michon has established the following five rules of management:

Comply with laws
and regulations under
all circumstances.

Ensure consistency
Maintain effective
and transparency via
corporate governance
governing bodies with
structures supported by
clearly defined functions the necessary resources.
and members.

Treat shareholders
equitably through
transparent,
straightforward
communication based
on international
standards.

Respect the core
values underpinning
Fleury Michon’s identity:
excellence in customer
and consumer service,
mutual respect, mutual
trust, continuous
dialogue, sustained
focus on the collective
interest, and continuous
adaptability to change.

1 2 3 4 5
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LEARN MORE ABOUT FLEURY MICHON
Find all our reports online
at www.fleurymichon.fr

T H E CO M PA N Y
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Eating Better
starts with you
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— 2015 awards and distinctions —
L’AGEFI Gouvernance d’Or
corporate governance award1

2015 GAÏA INDEX TOP FIVE

First company to receive the honour twice
On 16 September 2015, Fleury Michon received the Governance
d’Or corporate governance award in the mid cap category as part
of the 12th L’Agefi Corporate Governance Awards. Collected by
Fleury Michon Chairman Grégoire Gonnord, the distinction is
bestowed in recognition of the best overall corporate governance by a
company in France based on governance practices, CSR commitment
and transparency with shareholders. Fleury Michon is the first
company to have been honoured with the award twice.

INDUSTRY

OVERALL

1

Rémy Cointreau

Gecina

2

Bel

TF1

3

Fleury Michon

Rémy Cointreau

4

Bel

5

Fleury Michon

Fleury Michon included in the Gaïa Index

Results based on a survey of institutional investors

The annual event is a response to transparency and risk-management
demands from the investment community. The eight awards are
granted based on the results of a survey of institutional investors.

2015 Gaïa Index2
In 2015, the Gaïa Index recognised Fleury Michon for its CSR reporting
and performance for the third year in a row.

FLEURY MICHON’S SCORE – 2015 GAÏA INDEX

The Gaïa Index comprises the top 70 CSR performers from a group of
230 eligible medium-sized French companies. Since it was launched
in 2009, the Gaïa Index has outperformed the CAC 40 and CAC Mid
& Small indices, proving that there is a link between environmental
performance and share price.

GAÏA INDEX PERFORMANCE IN 2015
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1. Launched by French business and finance daily L’Agefi in 2004, the Corporate Governance Awards have become the benchmark for corporate governance practices
in France. 2. The Gaïa Index is published by Ethifinance, an environmental, social and governance (ESG) rating agency.

